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Chapter 1351: A Ruthless One (2) 

 

Mu Huan had never been a kind person, let alone a saint! 

“You…” Liu Changfeng was instantly at a loss for words. 

She had already said that she was a bad person. What else could he do? 

After a while, he said, “Mu Huan… you’ve really disappointed me…” 

“I should be the one saying that, right?” Because he was the Best Actor she liked and because she felt 

that he was not a bad person, she had given them so many chances and even talked to him many times. 

She hoped that he could persuade his father and they would win together. What happened in the end? 

“Mu Huan, don’t forget that if it weren’t for my father, Rui Hui might have already closed down. You 

wouldn’t have been able to receive such an inheritance! Without me, you wouldn’t have been able to 

enter NST and you wouldn’t have such achievements! It’s because of us that you can have everything 

you have now!” She should be grateful to them. 

His father had worked so hard for Rui Hui, but he had been played by the Old Master. It was inevitable 

that he wanted to get Rui Hui in a fit of anger. Although this was wrong of him, couldn’t she give him 

another chance on account of his father’s hard work? 

If it weren’t for his father’s hard work for Rui Hui all these years, Rui Hui would have long been gone! 

“Do you really not know how your father got control of Rui Hui back then?” Mu Huan raised an 

eyebrow. 

Liu Changfeng clenched his fists tightly. Although he didn’t know much, he probably knew enough. 

“He gave me such a motive, and I still have to thank him?” 

“No matter what, he has done so much for Rui Hui!” 

“He didn’t work hard for Rui Hui. He did it for himself. Everything he did was to turn Rui Hui into your 

family’s property!” 

“But he managed to protect Rui Hui in the end. He gave you the chance to have these things. Otherwise, 

Rui Hui would have closed down long ago!” Liu Changfeng insisted on this. 

“Didn’t he transfer all of Rui Hui’s assets away now?” 

It was fine if Mu Huan didn’t say this, but once she did, Liu Changfeng became even angrier. 

“Mu Huan, don’t you know very well what’s going on?! You still have the cheek to say such things!” His 

father had been so careful and spent so much effort, but in the end, not only was he caught, but he also 

didn’t get any assets! 

“Why should I be embarrassed? Does he blame me for his own inferiority?” 



“You…” 

“Liu Changfeng, you have no right to blame me. You don’t have to use kindness to pressure me. Don’t 

say that I owe you any kindness. Even if I do, I, Mu Huan, will be ungrateful. So what if that makes me 

bad?” 

“You…” 

Liu Changfeng was still thinking about what possibility he could have with Mu Huan in the future and 

how he still had feelings for her. That was why he came over and questioned her like this. He didn’t 

expect her to be so direct and not show any mercy. 

“Mu Huan, you’d better not regret what you’ve done today!” Since she was so heartless, then she 

shouldn’t blame him for also being heartless! 

“I should be the one saying this to you. If you stop here, your future will still be bright. Don’t ruin your 

future!” The reason she was willing to tell him this much was that she wanted to give him a way out and 

didn’t want to ruin him. 

She hoped that he would not go further. 

“Let’s wait and see!” Liu Changfeng turned around and left. 

Mu Huan’s eyes darkened. He had chosen his own path in life, and his words were as such. 

Country F… 

Ling Wei and Sen Tai were found in a farmhouse by a team that had never given up on searching for 

them. 

The seriously injured Sen Tai needed Ling Wei to take care of him and he listened to Ling Wei.. This 

made his close friends feel that he was acting a little strange. 
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However, when he thought about how much he liked this new wife and how he had just experienced 

such a life-and-death situation, they felt that he needed to rely on her mentally. It was normal for him to 

listen to her. 

They couldn’t say anything. They could only wait and see. 

The news of the two of them being found reached Bo Junyan immediately. 

“We’ve searched all over Country F, but we didn’t find anyone. The search and rescue team found them 

in a farmhouse. It looks like there’s someone behind Ling Wei,” Mu Huan said. 

“Yes.” 

Although Bo Junyan only gave a faint hum, Mu Huan could tell. 

“Have you found out who’s behind her?” 



“It’s Sen Tai’s half-brother, Sen Da. He’s bent on usurping power. He’s the one who gave Ling Wei plastic 

surgery to look like Sen Tai’s first love. He wants to use Ling Wei to control Sen Tai and snatch power 

from him,” Bo Junyan said. 

“Tsk tsk…” Her husband found out about this news so quickly! 

“A while ago, Sen Da used the excuse of Sen Tai disappearing to temporarily replace Sen Tai’s position. 

However, he was rejected by the leader. The leader gave Sen Tai’s rights to Lin Tai temporarily. Sen Da 

must have let Sen Tai out because of this. I heard that Sen Tai, who was found, isn’t in a good mental 

state. He might want Sen Tai to be a puppet.” 

In Country F, there was a lot of information about the ruling family. In the past, they didn’t know about 

these as they didn’t want to investigate. Naturally, they would know nothing. Now that they had heard 

about this clue, they wanted to investigate. Soon, they found out everything. 

Bo Junyan continued, “Lin Tai has already told the leader about this, but that’s the leader’s half-brother. 

Without evidence, we can’t touch them for the time being. However, the plan is still in progress. Let’s 

settle the matter regarding your Shell Award first.” 

“Yes.” Mu Huan nodded and then hugged Bo Junyan’s arm. “It’s good to have a husband. He has 

arranged everything for me!” 

Bo Junyan smiled and lowered his head to kiss her. 

“Oh, right. I haven’t seen my senior brother for a few days. Do you know where he went? He can’t be 

suicidal, right?” Mu Huan had struggled in such a dilemma before, so she could understand her senior’s 

pain. 

Besides, though her husband loved her so much and only had her in his heart, she was already in so 

much pain. What more her senior brother? Right now, both the woman and the child did not belong to 

him. 

Even under the weight of that kind of hatred, her senior brother still couldn’t let go of her, and after five 

years, it was still the same. It could be seen how deep his feelings were and how much pain he was in 

now. On top of such a painful situation, there was that turn of events between her and Bo Junyan. 

Instantly, their problem was erased. He must be very agitated! 

Otherwise, he wouldn’t have suddenly disappeared such that they couldn’t find him. 

“Don’t worry, he won’t take things too hard.” In the past, he didn’t take things too hard, let alone now 

that he knew she was still alive and the child was still alive. 

Every time she heard Bo Junyan speak as if he knew her senior brother so well, Mu Huan couldn’t help 

but want to ask him if he was close with him. 

Meanwhile, Yu Hansheng had disappeared. 

Ouyang Xiaoxiao’s solo performance in front of Country Y’s royal family had made her the most popular 

person in Country Y. Her piano music let people know what heavenly music was. The citizens of Country 

Y valued music and looked up to people with musical talent. She was so talented that she was very liked. 



Hence, when the news of her concert was released, all the tickets were snatched within an hour. 

The concert received unprecedented attention from the media. On the day of the concert, the huge 

concert hall was filled with songs. The songs made the audience unable to stop listening. 
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They just wanted this concert to never stop. 

Because the audience was too enthusiastic, Ouyang Xiaoxiao played six more songs before ending the 

concert. 

This made her so tired that her hands refused to listen to her. 

Ever since she was injured, she had never used her hands at such a high speed. 

Just as she walked into the changing room and was about to change out of her dress… 

“Ha, how glorious.” That mocking voice was filled with strong emotions as it smashed toward her. 

Ouyang Xiaoxiao’s hand that was taking off her clothes paused, but her expression quickly returned to 

normal. She turned to look. 

Yu Hansheng stood there with a haggard expression. He was no longer as peerless as he was in the past. 

The corners of her lips curved up into a mocking smile. “Mr. Yu, have you not slept well recently?” 

Yu Hansheng did not expect her to say such things. 

She looked at him lightly and smiled sarcastically, laughing at his haggardness. 

He forced himself forward and pinched her chin hard! 

“Ouyang Xiaoxiao, do you want to die?” 

“That’s right. I’m very regretful that you didn’t kill me last time.” Ouyang Xiaoxiao was still smiling. Then, 

she said, “This time, my conscience is telling me to advise you that if you want me to die, you have to 

see me die with your own eyes. Don’t let me have another chance to escape.” 

“You…” This was the first time Yu Hansheng was helpless against someone. 

Did he want her life? As long as she died, he wouldn’t have to be so conflicted. Struggling and suffering. 

No matter what he did, it wouldn’t be right. No matter what he did, it wouldn’t work. It would 

completely end everything. 

However, let alone taking her life, even the hand that was gripping her chin earlier, once he saw her 

frowning in pain, could not help but loosen its grip. 

He didn’t want to return to that nightmarish dream of her being buried in the sea of fire. 

He didn’t know what to do with Ouyang Xiaoxiao, but she knew what to do with him. 

Ever since she returned, she had been carrying the incense with her. 



And though Yu Hansheng had already suffered such a loss last time, this time, he was still caught off 

guard. When he smelled that smell, he was already becoming increasingly weak… 

“Ouyang Xiaoxiao, how dare you…!” She actually dared to drug him again! 

“Why wouldn’t I dare?” She had already used it once, so why wouldn’t she dare use it again? Ouyang 

Xiaoxiao smiled and pushed him away forcefully. 

The man, who had once thought that she would not harm him no matter what, fell to the ground. 

He was in his most pathetic state. 

Her smile became even more mocking. 

“Ouyang Xiaoxiao, don’t think that I won’t do anything to you!” The reason why Yu Hansheng didn’t 

guard against Ouyang Xiaoxiao was that he subconsciously felt that she wouldn’t harm him no matter 

what. The reason she had used medicine on him last time was because she knew that he had someone 

by his side and it was under such circumstances. 

But now, there were only the two of them here, yet she still used drugs on him and even pushed him 

like this! 

His innocent little girl had become like this… 

In the past, she loved him so much that she could see only him in her eyes. She would rather have hurt 

herself than hurt him… 

It… actually became like this… 

“What do you think you can do to me now?” Ouyang Xiaoxiao raised an eyebrow. 

As she spoke, she reached out to remove all the communication devices on him that were connected to 

the outside world. 

Yu Hansheng was about to say something. 

“Don’t tell me that the person in charge of protecting you will rush in if you do anything.. I know you 

didn’t bring anyone here.” 
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In the past, they were the closest people, and she knew him very well. 

After they met at the banquet last time, she knew that he would come looking for her. This performance 

was a chance that she had specially given him to find her. 

From his reaction at the banquet last time, she knew that he still cared about her. In the past, he had 

relied on her love and her care for him to destroy everything she had. Now, it was her turn to destroy 

him using his affection. 

She had always known that he had true feelings for her. It was just that his feelings could not overcome 

the hatred in his heart. 



She could accept that he had ruined her and wanted her to die, but she couldn’t accept that he wanted 

to kill their child! 

Even a vicious tiger would not eat its own child, yet he could be so heartless as to burn his child to 

death! 

She would return all the pain he had given them! 

“I should be happy. Do you know me that well?” Yu Hansheng lay on the ground weakly. Although he 

had fallen down in a sorry state, at this moment, as he was lying down weakly, it added a little touch of 

laziness, making him look like a devil. 

This person was so good-looking that no matter what position he was in, his appearance could make 

one’s heart race. 

But… 

Ouyang Xiaoxiao no longer felt anything. 

“You can be happy.” She smiled charmingly. 

Yu Hansheng clenched his fists tightly. 

At this moment, Ouyang Xiaoxiao took out a lighter from her bag. 

She bent down and approached Yu Hansheng. “What do you think the chances of you surviving are if I 

light this place on fire?” 

Yu Hansheng looked at her and smiled. “You want my life?” 

Ouyang Xiaoxiao did not speak and only smiled. 

“Alright, go ahead.” Being able to die in her hands might be the best ending for him. After this, he 

wouldn’t have to worry about pain anymore. He wouldn’t have to think about letting go and not being 

able to have what he wanted. 

And he would no longer suffer because of her death. 

Everything would be over. 

“Alright.” Ouyang Xiaoxiao first pulled the curtain and changed her clothes. Then, she lit up the clothes 

she was wearing and threw them into the pile of clothes. Soon, the clothes started to burn, and even the 

wardrobe slowly burned. 

After doing all this, she picked up her bag and went in front of Yu Hansheng. She smiled coquettishly and 

said, “Enjoy the feeling of being in a sea of fire but unable to move. You deserve to have more.” 

With that, she walked away elegantly and locked the door. 

Back then, in a sea of fire that was even bigger than this one, she had desperately searched for a way 

out. She would forever remember the despair and the pain. She would never forget! 

That fire had been ordered by him. Now, she didn’t need anyone to do it for her. She could do it herself. 



Yu Hansheng looked at her departing back and laughed out loud. 

She was really different. 

How ruthless! 

Not only did she drug him repeatedly, but she even dared to set him on fire! 

As he smiled and smiled, he suddenly recalled that when they first met, she had been very well 

protected. She, who did not know the hardships of the world, had eyes that were as pure as that of 

legendary angels… 

Did he make her become like this? 

Ha… haha… 

He was really capable. 

Ouyang Xiaoxiao walked out and the men in black who were waiting outside immediately welcomed 

her. 

“Don’t let him burn to death. When he’s nearly done in, save him.” She didn’t want Yu Hansheng’s life. 

With him like this, letting him die would be a form of relief. 

He had yet to start suffering, so how could he be free? 

He had to enjoy her repayment. 

The men in black nodded and went to stand guard outside. 

Ouyang Xiaoxiao left through the back door. 
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Ouyang Xiaoxiao left through the back door. 

When she walked out of the back door… 

David was waiting for her at the car with her darling baby, flowers in his hand. 

“Mommy!” The little cutie pounced on her happily when he saw her. 

Ouyang Xiaoxiao’s cold aura instantly warmed up like spring. She happily picked up her son and said, 

“Mommy’s little baby, Mommy missed you so much!” 

“Little baby also missed Mommy so much!” The little cutie planted a heavy kiss on her face. 

Ouyang Xiaoxiao looked at her son’s adorable little face. When she thought about how Yu Hansheng had 

almost killed such an adorable one, the hatred in her heart became even greater! 

But such intense hatred had never been displayed in front of her son. “Is my little cutie very hungry? 

Let’s go eat something good!” 

She smiled and was about to carry the little cutie into the car. 



“Mommy, you don’t have to carry me. I’m already a little man!” The little cutie refused to be carried by 

her. 

He was already a five-year-old man. How could he still let his mother carry him?! 

“Then let Mommy hold my baby’s hand.” Ouyang Xiaoxiao smiled and held her son’s hand. 

Mu Huan, who was watching this heartwarming and blissful scene from afar, had an envious look on her 

face. 

“That child is really good-looking! He’s so sensible, like a little angel! I wish I had such a little cutie!” She, 

who already wanted a baby, wanted more when she saw such a little cutie. 

This was probably a woman’s natural maternal instinct. 

“Let’s go home.” I’ll work hard now. 

“No, we still don’t know what’s going on with my senior brother!” 

When she heard that Ouyang Xiaoxiao was going to hold a concert, Mu Huan immediately got someone 

to snatch tickets for her and came with Bo Junyan to listen to the concert. When she was listening to the 

concert, she found her senior brother, who had disappeared for a few days. Then, after the concert 

ended, she saw her senior brother walking backstage. She went to the back and waited at the door. She 

planned to wait for a long time. If Ouyang Xiaoxiao did not come out, she would go in to save her. 

Unexpectedly, Ouyang Xiaoxiao came out and even put on such a warm and happy scene. Her senior 

brother was nowhere to be seen. 

Her senior brother had gone in to find Ouyang Xiaoxiao, so it was impossible for him to have let her go 

so easily or let her out. 

Hence, if Ouyang Xiaoxiao was fine, the one who was in trouble was her senior brother. 

No matter how much Mu Huan wanted to hurt her senior brother, she wouldn’t really do it, and she 

wouldn’t ignore his life and death. 

Knowing that Ouyang Xiaoxiao was now ruthless, Bo Junyan was worried about Yu Hansheng’s current 

situation. He waited for Ouyang Xiaoxiao and the rest to leave before walking in with Mu Huan. 

After taking a few steps inside, Mu Huan’s sensitive nose caught a whiff of smoke. 

“Is there a fire?” 

“I think so.” Bo Junyan could smell it too. 

He suddenly thought of something and quickly added, “Back then, it was believed that Ouyang Xiaoxiao 

was burned to death.” 

“Are you saying that she’ll burn my senior brother to death?” Wow! She was really ruthless! 

“From the looks of it, it must be.” The closer they got, the more they could smell the thick smoke. 

“Tsk tsk, this is really karma,” Mu Huan said with a tsk. 



Bo Junyan: “…” 

Wasn’t she worried about her senior brother’s life and death just now? Why was she now kicking him 

while he was down and watching him make a fool of himself? 

“Was it my senior brother who wanted to burn Ouyang Xiaoxiao to death? Was it him who set the fire?” 

Mu Huan asked. 

If it was really her senior brother who had set the fire, then there was no need to save him. No matter 

how much hatred he had in his heart, personally burning a mother and son to death was too vicious. He 

did not deserve being forgiven. 

“I’m not sure.” Bo Junyan was not very clear about what had happened back then. 
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It was only later that he found out that the daughter of the enemy whom Yu Hansheng liked had been 

burned to death and two lives were lost. 

“Do you think it’s possible that he did it?” 

“A very small possibility. He can’t be that heartless,” Bo Junyan said. 

If Yu Hansheng were that heartless, he wouldn’t have suffered so much all these years. 

“Then let’s save him.” 

As the two of them spoke, they followed the smoke and found the fire. 

However, they could only smell smoke and could not see the fire. The fire was only burning inside and 

did not show any signs of spreading. There were two men in black guarding outside. 

This kind of fire that would not spread outside must have been arranged beforehand. 

“It looks like Ouyang Xiaoxiao knows my senior brother very well. She knew that he would definitely 

come and had picked a specific place to burn him.” Ouyang Xiaoxiao must have known that her senior 

brother would definitely come to her concert and had prepared everything in advance. This meant that 

she knew her senior brother very well. 

“Yes.” Bo Junyan nodded. Then, he said, “She probably doesn’t want his life. Let’s go back.” 

She had to vent her anger. Otherwise, she would only feel more resentment and hatred. 

“It looks like she doesn’t want Senior Brother’s life, but what if she disfigures him? My senior brother 

has such a good-looking face. He can be pleasing to the eye when he’s not doing anything. If he gets 

burned, I won’t be able to look at him in the future.” Mu Huan thought of Yu Hansheng’s disfigured 

image and couldn’t help but shudder. 

“Let’s hurry in and save him.” 

Bo Junyan: “…” 



He suddenly felt like burning Yu Hansheng to death. 

Despite having such thoughts, Bo Junyan still listened to his wife’s instructions. After she had drugged 

the two bodyguards outside the door, he rushed into the sea of fire to save Yu Hansheng. 

However, who knew that Yu Hansheng would not want to go out? 

“Don’t save me. Let me die here. This is the best ending for me.” Since she hated him so much that she 

wanted his life, then he would give it to her and it would be over! 

“Are you sure?” Bo Junyan asked. 

“Yes!” 

“Alright.” Bo Junyan turned around and left, even closing the door behind him. 

Yu Hansheng: “…” 

What kind of f*cking friend was this?! What kind of friend was this?! Even after he said he wanted to 

die, he wouldn’t even give him a word of advice! 

Mu Huan was waiting for Bo Junyan outside. When she saw that it was only him coming out, her eyes 

widened in surprise. “Why are you alone? Senior Brother ran away?” 

“He’s not coming out. He wants to die.” 

Mu Huan: “…” 

Just because he wanted to die, they’d let him die? 

“How’s the fire inside?” 

“He can still be burned to death by it, but slowly,” Bo Junyan said. 

From the situation inside, one could tell that the fire had been meticulously planned by Ouyang 

Xiaoxiao. She really didn’t want Yu Hansheng’s life. Otherwise, she wouldn’t have kept the fire from 

consuming him. 

Mu Huan: “…” 

These words made her… 

Just as she was about to ask Bo Junyan to go in again and drag Yu Hansheng out, she suddenly saw a 

remote control-like object drop out from the pocket of a man in black who had fainted on the ground. 

There was a key on it that was intended for putting out the fire. 

Hence, she bent down, grabbed the bodyguard’s hand, and pressed the fire button. 

Although her senior brother wanted to die and didn’t want to come out, as a good junior sister, how 

could she watch him slowly burn to death and not extinguish the fire? Even if he wanted to stay here 

and be burned to death, he wouldn’t die. 

Not long after, she pressed the fire button. 



There was a crashing sound. 

Not long after, the smoke gradually disappeared, but the stench was overwhelming! 
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Mu Huan hurriedly covered her nose. “Why is it so smelly?! It smells like a sewer!” 

“The water that extinguished the fire might have come from the sewers,” Bo Junyan said. 

Mu Huan: “…!!” 

“Wake these two up and let them deal with the aftermath.” Bo Junyan covered his nose, indicating that 

he wouldn’t go in and drag out a smelly Yu Hansheng. 

“Yes, yes!” Mu Huan nodded repeatedly and hurriedly gave the two people on the ground the antidote. 

When she saw that the two of them could move, she pulled Bo Junyan and ran. 

It was really too smelly! 

Just smelling it made Mu Huan and Bo Junyan want to vomit, let alone… 

Inside, a cold Yu Hansheng was drenched! 

Yu Hansheng was a clean freak, so he preferred to wear white. He wanted to be spotless, and he had 

higher expectations for everyday life. 

If he perspired a little, he would have to take a shower. If his clothes got stained outside, he would 

throw them away. 

But now… he got drenched with such dirty water! 

Earlier, when he was choking on the thick smoke and feeling that he might die in the fire, he did not feel 

as disgusted as he did now. He wanted to kill someone and go crazy! 

Who put this water in?! I must kill him! I must! 

Just as he was about to get up and leave… 

The two bodyguards in black outside the door were completely awake. The bodyguard who was holding 

the remote control saw his hand pressing the button to put out the fire when he woke up. He also 

smelled the stench and knew that the fire must have been extinguished. 

But for some reason, they had suddenly fainted and woken up. 

They didn’t know if Yu Hansheng was still inside. 

With this in mind, the two of them did not have the time to think about how they had fainted. They 

hurriedly got up and rushed in to see if Yu Hansheng was still around or if he was safe. Their 

responsibility was to ensure Yu Hansheng’s safety. If he died and something happened, they would 

probably be finished! 



When they rushed in, Yu Hansheng was trying his best to get up. 

Then, they saw that Yu Hansheng, who was filthy and disgusted, was still there. He was still fine and 

could move. 

The two of them immediately covered their noses and closed the door. 

After they left, they ran far away and retched twice in disgust before taking something out. When 

Ouyang Xiaoxiao left, she had handed them Yu Hansheng’s cell phone, and they now made a call using it. 

“Your master is in the dressing room at the backstage of the theater. Come and save him.” 

With that, they hung up and hurriedly left. 

It was really too smelly! 

Although the people in charge of protecting Yu Hansheng did not follow him in, they were waiting near 

the theater. After receiving such a call, they quickly rushed in. 

A few well-trained and experienced people frowned when they entered. They hurriedly took out their 

gas masks and put them on to search for Yu Hansheng. 

When they saw their clean freak master, who had always been so clean that he shone, forcefully 

climbing out of a pool of smelly water, which was dirty, stinky, and disgusting… 

They were speechless. 

Ever since they started following their master, he had always had a clean image like a deity in the sky. At 

this moment… 

The sight made them want to turn around and run! 

It wasn’t because their master’s gaze was too scary. It was because they didn’t know how to reach out 

to save their master. He was so dirty and smelly… 

Yu Hansheng was a clean freak, and he had high standards for cleanliness. This resulted in the people 

who followed him becoming clean freaks as well. They were very obsessed with cleanliness.. Seeing Yu 

Hansheng in this state, they didn’t know where to start. 
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Yu Hansheng was a clean freak, and he had high standards for cleanliness. This resulted in the people 

who followed him becoming clean freaks as well. They were very obsessed with cleanliness. Seeing Yu 

Hansheng in this state, they didn’t know where to start. 

They could only think of turning around and running. 

But they did not dare to turn around and run. 

No matter how much they could not tolerate it, they went forward to lift Yu Hansheng up. He was 

stained with a stench, but they still went forward to lift him up. 

When they lifted Yu Hansheng up, they could feel the aura emanating from him. They felt that their 

master was about to go crazy! 



At this moment, they only wanted to say that Miss Ouyang was really a ruthless person! 

She was always using their master’s weaknesses to attack him! 

She clearly knew that their master was deeply obsessed with cleanliness. It was even more unbearable 

for him to be like this than for him to die, but she actually… 

The bunch of them were people who protected Yu Hansheng closely, so they knew that he was here to 

look for Ouyang Xiaoxiao. There was no need to investigate. It was Ouyang Xiaoxiao who had done this. 

Up until now, they had only gotten a glimpse of Ouyang Xiaoxiao, a person who could make their master 

unable to move and who could still dare to make their master unable to bear with something. 

When they thought about the pure and kind Ouyang Xiaoxiao from before, they couldn’t help but sigh in 

their hearts. After this woman became ruthless, she was really too terrifying! 

Yu Hansheng wanted to immediately get someone to capture Ouyang Xiaoxiao, but when he thought 

about how the dirty things could enter his mouth the moment he opened it, he endured it. 

Knowing that their master would definitely want to use the fastest speed to wash off the dirt, they 

found a hotel nearby. 

Yu Hansheng felt that he would have to soak in the bath for at least a night to wash away the stench on 

him. 

However, because he had found a nearby hotel, the hygienic conditions made him very dissatisfied. He 

only took a shower and changed his clothes before coming out. 

“Go get that woman!” he said through gritted teeth as soon as he got into the car. 

It was fine if she wanted his life. He would have given it to her. But she actually let someone drench him 

in such dirty water! Did she really think that he wouldn’t dare to do anything to her? 

See if he won’t catch her and… 

Catch her and… 

F*ck! 

He was angry with himself. He was already in this state, but he still didn’t know how to treat her! 

He couldn’t bear to torture her! 

When did he, Yu Hansheng, become such a coward? 

That night, the bright moonlight illuminated the entire land. 

A melodious piano sound came from the vintage English castle. 

“Why are you still playing? Don’t you feel tired after playing so many songs today?” David carried a glass 

of champagne to Ouyang Xiaoxiao, who was sitting there playing the piano. 

Even though he would listen to her play every day, every time he heard her, he would still be stunned. 

She had a pair of hands that God had kissed. 



“I’m happy today.” Ouyang Xiaoxiao smiled. 

When she thought about how pathetic and crazy Yu Hansheng, who had always been a clean freak, was, 

she felt even happier than from the great success of the concert. 

“Aren’t you afraid that he’ll fly into a rage out of humiliation?” David raised an eyebrow. 

“At most, one may die. I’m someone who has died before. What’s there to be afraid of?” Ouyang 

Xiaoxiao finished playing a song and took the glass of champagne from David. She raised the glass at 

him. 

“You’re so fearless because you know that he won’t let you die, right?” 

“I know that you’ll protect me and won’t let anything happen to me. That’s why I’m so fearless.” Ouyang 

Xiaoxiao was a little more coquettish when facing David. 

“I like what you’re saying!” David smiled and clinked glasses with her. 

Chapter 1359: Settlement (2) 

 

Compared to the cheers and laughter here, along with the champagne of celebration… 

Yu Hansheng’s place was filled with a stench and he was furious! When he returned home, he went to 

take a bath. He didn’t know where Ouyang Xiaoxiao had gotten the dirty water from. He had taken a 

bath in the hotel a few times, but he was still smelly. He, who had never liked to put fragrant flower 

petals into a bath, had gotten someone to prepare a bath full of flower petals. 

However, as he soaked, he could still smell a faint stench. This made him go crazy! 

He picked up his phone and called Bo Junyan. 

If it weren’t for Bo Junyan being so mean and turning around to leave, he wouldn’t have been drenched 

in such dirty water! Besides, it was after he had just turned around that the water had drenched him. 

This… 

Unexpectedly, Bo Junyan’s phone was switched off. He called Mu Huan, but her phone was also 

switched off. 

This made him feel that Bo Junyan and Mu Huan must have known that he got drenched in dirty water! 

They were afraid that his anger would affect their beautiful night, so they simply switched off their 

phones! 

Damn it! 

Don’t let him have the chance to meet the two of them in an unlucky state. At that time, he would 

definitely make them even more unlucky and worse off! 

Yu Hansheng had really soaked for the entire night, causing his skin to wrinkle up. Yet he still felt that 

there was a stench on his body. 



For someone who was obsessed with cleanliness, even if the stink on his body was gone, he still felt 

disgusted… 

It was a hot summer morning. 

On this hot morning, Mu Huan officially received a notice from the judges of the Shell Awards. They 

asked her to produce evidence to prove that she had indeed developed the life-extension drug. If there 

wasn’t enough evidence, they would officially announce next Monday that she had been disqualified 

from the award. The prize money she had received would have to be returned. 

As a world-renowned, most prestigious, and most important award, the Shell Award had never 

disqualified an award recipient. If Mu Huan’s qualification was disqualified, she would become a 

complete joke in the scientific research industry. 

Usually, a big project was developed by a team. 

Back then, Liu Changfeng had asked Mu Huan to enter NST and said that there was an important project 

that lacked someone who knew Chinese medicine. Hence, he hoped that she, who was good at Chinese 

medicine, would go in and participate in the research and development. That project was to develop 

medicine that could extend one’s lifespan. The researchers in NST had studied Western medicine for 

many years but did not make any progress. They thought that there might be a different breakthrough if 

they added Chinese medicine. 

Hence, they got Liu Changfeng to find someone who knew Chinese medicine. 

After Mu Huan entered NST, she had developed the medicine together with this project team. And this 

time, the person who had reported Mu Huan for forcefully taking the fruits of their labor and turning the 

results of their joint research into something unique to her was the team that she had developed it with. 

They had provided the data and evidence that they had participated in the research and development 

together. 

It was from the first year that Mu Huan had researched and developed the life-extension drug with 

them. It was all true. In these documents, Mu Huan’s views and research results had also used them as 

the foundation of the life-extension drug. 

Hence, they were able to use such evidence to report Mu Huan and monopolize the fruits of their labor. 

This was because Mu Huan had indeed used this information during her later research. If she wanted to 

prove that the life-extension medicine had been developed by her alone, it would be very difficult to do. 

Because she did use this information.. As such, no matter if the subsequent experiment was completed 

by just her or by the team, it could be considered that they had developed it together. They had to have 

a share of the credit 

Chapter 1360: Settlement (3) 

This was the shrewdness of Mr. Liu. He had done this matter well in all aspects, making Mu Huan unable 

to prove anything no matter what. In the end, she could only accept that this was the result of 

everyone’s joint efforts and be disqualified from the Shell Prize. 



This way, she would become a notorious researcher. This way, she would no longer be able to survive in 

the scientific research industry. 

Mr. Liu had planned to destroy Mu Huan’s reputation and source of money! 

She felt that this was the truth. No matter what, Mu Huan could not prove that she had developed this 

drug on her own. 

If Mu Huan had not made any preparations back then, she really could not have proved it now. 

However, Mu Huan had always been a person who took precautions and liked to make more 

preparations. 

Especially when it concerned such an important matter of ownership. 

Back then, because she did not have the same ideals as the professor who led this project, she had 

decided to separate from them and conduct her own experiment. When they separated, the two of 

them had a very unhappy fight. At that time, she was afraid that the patent would not be clear, so she 

had signed an agreement with the professor. 

The simple meaning of the agreement was that both sides could use the common experiment results 

theory that they had been researching for the past year. However, if one of them used these research 

results theory, it had to indicate whose research theory it was. 

And on that agreement, it clearly stated whose research results those experimental results were. Back 

then, the professor and the other researchers thought that she wanted to ride in their coattails when 

they succeeded. When they signed it, they even mocked her. 

Now, this agreement had become the best evidence for her to prove herself. Yes, those research results 

from the past were indeed common results. However, the results that she came up with afterward were 

only hers. This was because she and the other team had completely opposite ideals. 

In short, this agreement could prove that Mu Huan had used the results of her previous research. 

However, she had come up with her own research results later. Although they shared the patent, she 

had only used her name. This was not a forceful takeover. 

When this news reached Mr. Liu, who had been bailed out and temporarily imprisoned at home, he was 

furious! 

He immediately called the professor leading the team and asked him what was going on. Back then, they 

had signed such an agreement with Mu Huan. Why wasn’t there such an agreement sent to him?! 

The professor was extremely aggrieved. As it involved many patent issues, he would sign many 

agreements every day. He was also focused on research, so it was impossible for him to remember 

every agreement. Back then, when Mr. Liu asked him if he had signed any agreements with Mu Huan, he 

had asked his assistant to send all the agreements he had signed with Mu Huan to Mr. Liu. He was the 

one who said that there was no problem. 

Now he was telling him that he didn’t see this agreement! 



After the two of them had argued for a while, they suddenly recalled the assistant who had suddenly 

resigned and disappeared. 

“She’s in charge of safekeeping all my contracts and agreements. Mu Huan must have bribed her to 

deliberately not give you this agreement!” the professor said. 

“Damn it!” Mr. Liu slammed his fist on the table! 

Mu Huan had long known that he was transferring Rui Hui’s assets. She must have known that he also 

wanted someone to ruin her reputation. Hence, she had bribed the professor’s assistant and made him 

think that he had a sure-win situation. However, in fact, he had fallen into a pit that she had dug. She 

had done all these smoothly to make him lower his guard. Step by step, she had left the evidence that 

became his weapon. 

 


